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S-5230

SENATE FILE 2399

Amend Senate File 2399 as follows:1

1. Page 1, by striking line 4 and inserting <the amount of2

income resulting from any of the following:3

(1) The value of any medal>4

2. Page 1, after line 7 by inserting:5

<(2) The value of any medal or prize money received as a6

result of being awarded a Nobel prize in physics, chemistry,7

economic sciences, physiology or medicine, or literature, or a8

Nobel peace prize.>9

3. Title page, line 1, by striking <exempting from> and10

inserting <relating to>11

4. Title page, line 1, after <tax> by inserting <by12

exempting>13

5. Title page, line 3, after <from> by inserting <a Nobel14

prize or from>15

By HERMAN C. QUIRMBACH

S-5230 FILED APRIL 5, 2018

S-5230 -1-
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S-5231

SENATE FILE 2399

Amend Senate File 2399 as follows:1

1. Page 1, by striking line 4 and inserting <the amount of2

income resulting from any of the following:3

(1) The value of any medal>4

2. Page 1, after line 7 by inserting:5

<(2) The value of any medal or prize money received as a6

result of being awarded a Nobel prize in physics, chemistry,7

economic sciences, physiology or medicine, or literature, or a8

Nobel peace prize.9

(3) The value of any award or prize money received as a10

result of being awarded a Pulitzer prize.11

(4) The value of any award or prize money received as12

a result of being awarded the world food prize, the Norman13

Borlaug field award, or the Norman Borlaug medallion.>14

3. Title page, line 1, by striking <exempting from> and15

inserting <relating to>16

4. Title page, line 1, after <tax> by inserting <by17

exempting>18

5. Title page, line 3, after <from> by inserting <a Nobel19

prize, Pulitzer prize, world food prize, or from>20

By HERMAN C. QUIRMBACH

S-5231 FILED APRIL 5, 2018

S-5231 -1-
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